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AT RHODE ISLAND COLLEGE 
Vol. 18 Issue 8 Circulation over 42,000 Feb.2,1998 
Annual Fund raises record-breaking $250,000 Foundation, Alumni 
Assn. give $10,000 
to faculty research Bourget named honorary chair for 1998 
by Shelly Murphy 
What's News Editor 
T
he Rhode Island College 1997 
Annual Fund exceeded its 
goal and set a record by rais-
ing $250,000 in total dona-
tions. The fund netted more than 
$244,000 in actual cash from direct 
annual fund appeals, the Annual 
Golf Day, and contributions for spe-
cific alumni purposes. In-kind goods 
and services for programs which ber-
efited the Annual Fund and the 
Alumni Association accounted for 
the balance. 
"Our alumni and friends can b-e 
very proud of this record-breaking 
Alumnus evokes 
vivid memories 
of Blizzard of '78 
Campus, state were crippled 
by sudden Feb. 6 storm 
by George LaTour 
What's News Associate Editor 
Do you remember the Blizzard 
of'78? 
David Zapatka, Class of 1981, 
sure does. 
He took a number of photos of the 
aftermath of the crippling storm 
while a student at Rhode Island 
College and photographer for the 
student newspaper, The Anchor. 
He's kept them all these years and 
on Jan. 21 gave College President 
John Nazarian a huge framed collec-
tion of some of the photos and actual 
pages from The Anchor of that time 
in commemoration of the 20th 
anniversary of the Feb. 6 storm. 
Zapatka couldn't make the pre-
sentation - which he did on behalf 
of both himself and his wife, the for-
mer Lisa St. Germain, Class of 
1981,- on the actual date because 
he would then be in Nagano, Japan, 
shooting the Olympics for CBS-TV. 
Zapatka is a freelanc .e TV camera-
man who operates through his own 
company, · Mill Cove Video 
Productions out of his home in North 
Kingstown. He regularly does work 
for CBS' 60 Minutes, NBC's Dateline 
and ABC's Primetime Live. 
Of note - he recently covered 
Princess Di's funeral for Dateline. 
An up-coming assignment will _be 
coverage of The Final Four national 
basketball championships in San 
Antonio, Texas. 
He began this career in mass com-
munications - his undergraduate 
major - by working as general man-
ager of the campus radio station and 
taking photos for The Anchor and, 
later, as a back-up photographer for 
What's News which began at the 
Coilege in September of 1980. 
Annual Fund total for 1997. Under 
the committed and enthusiastic · 
leadership of our honorary chair, 
Anne Walsh Cain, Class of 1964, the 
Annual Fund was able to move to a 
Foundation reaches 
$6.3 million, names 
new trustees. See 
stories, page 4. 
new level," said Marguerite M. 
Brown, director of development. 
"Anne was instrumental in initiat-
ing the Class Chairs Program and in 
encouraging donors to reach and 
make a gift at the · $1,000 mark or 
more. 
"Our director of the Annual Fund, 
Cheryl Precopio, Class of 1991, 
launched a personal program of gift 
requests by meeting with many of 
our alumni and friends throughout 
the year," Brown added. "Anne, 
Cheryl, the Alumni Board members, 
Class Chairs, and the entire staff of 
the alumni and development offices 
deserve a hearty 'well done' for their 
dedication to Rhode Island College 
and the growth of the Annual Fund." 
The accomplishments of the 1997 
• Annual Fund campaign are not mea-
sured only in dollars. New relation-
ships with donors were forged and 
existing relationships were strength-
ened through personal appeals to 
See Annual Fund, page 3 
MEMORIES: David Zapatka (left) presented President John Nazarian (right) 
with a framed collage of photographs and clippings from the student news-
paper The Anchor dating back to the Blizzard of '78. Zapatka, Class of 1,981, 
was working for The Anchor at the time. Today, he is a freelance videogra-
pher, working primarily for the major networks. (What's News Photo by 
Gordon E. Rowley) 
In his junior year he interned at 
TV 10 in Providence which soon 
offered him a full-time position and, 
as he says now, he "never looked 
back" from then ori. 
He started working with the 
national TV networks about eight 
years ago and formed his own com-
pany two years ago, which basically 
meant, he says, that he bought his 
own camera. 
He and his wife started looking for 
photos of the Blizzard of '78 some 
two months ago and "pulled 
together" the mini-exhibit for his 
alma mater. · 
Hollands Gallery in Warwick did 
the framing for them. 
The Anchor centerspread of that 
issue headlined the blizzard: "Storm 
Stuns RIC Campus - Creates 
Confusion." · 
Photos show cars on campus virtu-
ally covered by the snow. One shows 
See Blizzard of '78, page 5 
by Shelly Murphy 
What's News Editor 
Funding for faculty research 
received a tremendous boost in 
December from the Rhode Island 
College's Foundation and Alumni 
Association. The two organizations 
donated a total of $10,000 to support 
faculty research projects. 
In presenting the $10,000 check at 
the Council of Rhode Island College 
meeting, Marguerite M. Brown, 
director of development, noted that 
while the Foundation and the 
Alumni Association are best known 
for providing scholarships to stu-
dents, the two organizations con-
tribute to the College in other ways. 
"We are proud of our commitment 
in the area of scholarship and are 
happy to report that since the fall of 
1993, these two organizations have 
awarded over $500,000 to students 
attending Rhode Island College. 
Perhaps less known, but no less 
important, is the support these two 
organizations ·provide to the College 
in areas other than scholarship. This 
includes funding for special projects 
such as new seats in Gaige Hall, pro-
motional materials and activities 
related to the passing of the telecom-
munications and performing arts 
classroom facility bond issues, and 
publications and activities like 
See Faculty research, page 5 
Doreen A. Shottek 




I am a 30-year-old student recently 
enrolled at Rhode Island College 
with the hopes of receiving a bache-
lor of arts degree in elementary edu-
cation with a teaching concentration 
in math. 
During my junior high school and 
high school years I was an honor stu-
dent up until the 11th grade. 
Before entering my senior year 
I lost sight of the importance of a 
good education and exercised poor 
judgment by dropping out. 
See Alumni scholarship, page 8 
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The Way We Were .. ~ 
This popular item in What's News will continu e this year in order for you to be able to revisit 
your alma mater with a selection of photos from the past - the. College's past, whether the cur-
rent era (Rhode Island College) or past eras (Rhod e Island College of Edu cation or Rhod e 
Island State Normal School) . We invit e your contribution of old photo s, along with suffi cient 
information about each such as who's in the photo and what they are doing , the year it was 
taken and place (if possible). In the meantim e, we'll continue searching our files for interesting 
pictures of past College life. 
THE BLIZZARD OF '78: David Zapatka, Class of 1981, sends us this 
photo of the blizzard which shows College Road just after the storm. 
David was working for the student newspaper The Anchor at the time 
and took many photos of that memorable day.(Photo by David Zapatka) 
In Memoriam 
Curtis Morris dies at 53 
Curtis J. Morris, a Rhode Island 
College personnel manager for 
Americans . with Disabilities 
Act/Workmen's Compensation since 
, August of 1995, died at home on 
Christmas Eve. He was 53. 
Born in Raleigh, N.C., a son of the 
late Willie L. Morris Sr. and Daisy 
· (Purcell) Morris, he lived in 
Providence for 44 years. 
He received his bachelors degree 
from Kentucky State University, his 
masters degree from Harvard 
University and his doctorate from 
the University of Massachusetts. 
He was a member of Omega Psi 
Phi Fraternity. 
He had taught in the Providence 
school system before becoming the 
principal of the Flynn School. He 
was a planner for the state Office of 
Higher Education from 1975 to 1995. 
He is survived by his w1fe, 
Stephanie (Smith) Morris; two sons, 
Donnel Gomes of Providence and 
Octavian N ephilim in Minnesota; 
two daughters, Kelly Morris and 
Stacey Morris, both of Providence, 
and four grandchildren. He was the 
brother of the late Willie Morris. 
G.L. 
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Focus on Faculty and Staff 
Mark Motte; assistant professor 














both in November. The papers, enti-
tled respectively, "Downtown 
Providence, Rhode Island, 1920-
1994" arid "From Urban Grit to 
Renaissance City: The Politics of 
Redevelopment in Providence, Rhode 
Island" were co-authored by Motte 
and Laurence A. Weill, assistant 
professor of political science. 
Angela C. Murphy, associate 
professor of nursing, and Yolande 
A. Lockett, assistant professor of 
nursing, presented a paper entitled 
"Clinical Education for the 
21st Century: Innovative Objective-
based Learning in all Health Care 
Settings" at the annual conference of 
the American Nurses' Association 
Council for Professional Nursing 
Education and Development in 
Indianapolis, Ind. 
E.J. Min, associate professor of 
communications, published four 
papers. The articles and the journals 
they appeared in are: "Bakhtin's 
contributions to Cultural Studies," 
STAM Journal, Oct. 1997); 
"Philosophical Consideration in New 
Media Env.ironment," Broadcasting 
Resear.ch, , Sept. 1997, (Korean); 
"Advertising . ,in -the Age , of :}\T.ew 
Technology," Advertising Research, 
Oct. 1997, (Korean); and 
"Rethinking Presidential Television 
Debate," Korean Broadcasting 
Institute Bulletin, Nov. 1997. 
Apollos 0. Nwauwa, assistant 
professor of history, recently pre-










1950" at the 
African Studies 
Association 
conference held in Columbus, Ohio. 
The School to Career Training 
Institute, designed and developed by 
Rhode Island College in collabora-
tion with the Rhode Island educa-
tion and business communities, was 
featured in presentations at two 
national conferences in the fall. 
Presenting "The School-to-Career 
Training Institute for Teachers" at 
the 1997 National Association of 
Partners in Education (NAPE) 
Symposium in Arlington, Va., in 
November, was the STC Institute 
team of Elizabeth Dalton, assis-
tant professor of special education, 
University Affiliated Program infor-
mation and technology coordinator 
and STC Institute project director at 
RIC; Gloria Howard, education and 
business training consultant, Lizann 
Gibson, executive director of the 
Southern Rhode Island Educational 
Collaborative, and Michael Kennedy, 
coordinator for employment and 
training programs, (HRIC). 
James McCrystal, director of 
career, technical and technology 
education at RIC and co-developer of 
the STC Institute, joined the team 
in a presentation on the School to 
Career Institute at the ASCD 
Northeast Conference, "Making 
Meaning of Assessment," in Boston, 
in December. 
The School-to-Career Training 
Institute focuses on an applied teach-
ing model for educators, through 
which they learn about the skills 
employers need in their employees 
through direct experiences with busi-
ness, and techniques for the integra-
tion of SCANS workplace competen-
cies into the classroom curriculum. 
David C. Woolman, associate pro-
fessor in the Curriculum Resources 
.----------, Center, pre-
sented a paper 
entitled "Social 





1939" at the 
. 29th annual 
meeting of the 
American Educational Studies 
Association held in Texas in 
November. In addition, he served on a 
regional focus group which reviewed 
achievement level descriptions for the 
1998 National Assessment of 
Educational Progress: Civics for the 
National Assessment Governing 
Board in Cambridge in November. 
Richard R. Weiner, dean of the 
Faculty of Arts and Sciences and pro-
fessor of political science, convened 
and led the fall meeting of the Rhode 
Island Philosophical Society at Roger 
Williams University School of Law. 
The theme ·of the colloqui'um was 
"Habermas -and the. ·German Critical 
Theory. 'l'radition" -and drew -partid-
pants from law schools as well as poli-
tics and philosophy programs. 
Weiner also presented a paper enti-
tled "A Genealogy of a Critical 
Sociology of Law" at the annual meet-
ing of the American Political Science 
Association in Washington, D.C. last 
summer. And he recently learned that 
his article "Social Rights, Institutional 
Reflexivity, and Community" will be 
published in the Politics and Culture 
series, edited by Bryan Turner for 
Sage Publications, London, in a vol-
ume entitled The Crisis of Social 
Citizenship. 
Lisa Humphreys, assistant pro-
fessor of mathematics, presented two 
talks at the 10th annual 
International Confe .rence on Tech-
nology in Collegiate Mathematics in 
Chicago: "Exploring Nonlinear 
Behavior in a Classic Differential 
Equation Model" in which multiple 
periodic solutions on a nonlinear 
spring equation were developed, and 
"Integrating Numerical Analysis into 
the Mathematics Education 
Curriculum" in which the mathemat-
ics behind the graphing calculator 
and their importance, and methods of 
presenting these topics in precalculus 
and calculus courses were discussed. 
James T. Sedlock, professor of 
mathematics, represented the Rhode 
Island Mathematics and Science 
Education Coalition (RIMSEC) at the 
1997 National Alliance of State 
Science and Math Coalitions' meeting 
held recently in Baltimore. The theme 
of the conference was "Building 
Infrastructure for State-Level 
Reform." It was supported by NASA 
and representatives from 45 states. 
The purpose of the coalition is to pro-
mote systemic improvement in the 
teaching of math and science in accord 
with local and national standards. 
Sedlock was the planning director 
during the formation of Rhode Island's 
local coalition, RIMSEC, in 1989, and 
has been an active participant since. 
Student Union starts new year with a clear view 
by Shelly Murphy 
What's News Editor 
The Student U
nion at Rhode 
Island College exited 1997 
and entered 1998 with a 
bang - literally. In mid-
December, construction workers 
started demolishing walls and ceil-
ings to transform the dark, almost 
cave-like ballroom and the surround-
ing second floor offices into a bright, 
open multi-purpose facility. 
Glass is the key to the new airy 
feeling of the student union. Glass 
has replaced the interior cinder block 
walls on the third floor that created 
the upper portion of the ballroom 
walls; the interior walls for the 
offices and meeting rooms on the 
third floor; the . wall of the Student 
Parliament Chambers on the second 
floor; and the heavy, floor-to-ceiling 
theater doors that had isolated the 
ballroom from the rest of the build-
ing. 
This achieves two benefits: allow-
ing the natural light from the win-
dows to filter through the entire 
area, and enabling the energy cre-
ated by the activity of students and 
staff to spread throughout the build-
ing. 
The renovations open up the ball-
room, creating a connection between 
MAJOR RENOVATIONS: Construction crews started working just before the 
semester break to give the Student Union its new look. (What's News Photo 
by Gordon E. Rowley) 
pended from the high ceiling with a 
drop ceiling and bright fluorescent 
lights more conducive to writing and 
reading, and installing new carpet 
and tile. 
"The Student Union serves as the 
place for students to meet and inter-
act. These renovations improve the 
ambiance and utility of the ballroom 
and create a sense of activity and 
will be followed by the development 
of plans to expand the space avail-
able in the Student Union in order to 
accommodate the needs of the 
College community." 
In planning the renovations, the 
Campus Center staff visited facili-
ties at other colleges and universi-
ties to explore creative ways to adapt 
the existing space to better meet 
today's needs. 
These renovations improve the ambiance and utility 
of the ... Student Union. - Gary M. Penfield 
The renovations were substan-
tially completed during the semester 
break. 
the room and the upstairs student 
activity and meeting rooms, which 
now overlook the atrium-like ball-
room. Vertical blinds have been 
installed for use when distractio:ns 
need to be minimized or the ball-
room needs to be darkened for an 
event. 
Other changes include replacing 
the stage lights that had been sus-
connection throughout the facility," 
said Gary M. Penfield, vice president 
for student affairs. "The new sur-
roundings will provide an attractive 
and inviting environmtmt for many 
student', faculty and community 
events." · 
He added, "This is a first step in 
improving the Student Union facili-
ties. We anticipate these renovations 
A satellite for teleconferencing 
was also installed during the break 
to enable the College to receive feeds 
of seminars or teleconferences . 
directly. In the past, classes or 
groups had to go to another college 
to participate in these events or 
6btain a videotape from another site. 
Now, the Student Union staff can 
arrange for a live feed in the ball-
room and they can videotape it for 
future viewing. 
AnnualFund-------------------
continued from page 1 
alumni and donors. Cain and her fel-
low students from the Class of 1964 
called all of their classmates to solicit 
gifts, raising $15,000 from this class. 
"My heartfelt thanks to the alumni 
and friends of Rhode Island College 
whose outstanding generosity helped 
us reach our "impossible" goal of a 
quarter-million dollars, especially 
those who joined me as charter mem-
bers of the $1,000 (Anchor) club," 
said Cain. "True thanks also to my 
own Class of '64 
for their 
tremendous 





tion to our suc-
cess is beyond 
measure." 
Precopio 
PAUL BOURGET said, "Our per-
sonal approach and the new giving 
club structure were extremely suc-
cessful. In all of our efforts, we 
encouraged increased giving; result-
ing in 50 percent of our previous 
donors increasing their gifts from 
1996. We also focused on reaching 
non-donors, attracting 720 individu-
als who gave to the Fund for the first 
time in 1997. Thank you to all our 
donors and volunteers who made 
this year such a success. With their 
continued support, I am eagerly look-
ing forward to a very promising 
1998." 
In total, the 1997 Annual Fund 
received $250,000 from 4,693 donors 
for an average gift of$53.27. 
In 1996, five individuals donated 
·at a level of $1,000 or more to the 
Annual Fund; 15 donated between 
$500 and $999; and 57 donated 
between $250 and $499. In 1997, 34 
donated at a level of $1,000 or more, 
33 donated between $500 and $999; 
and 87 donated between $250 and 
$499. 
"These·results are a tribute to the 
work, innov;:ition and dedication of 
all our staff and volunteers; and 
they serve as a strong foundation for 
the future. As I've often said, with-
out quality alumni programs and a 
strong Annual Fund, we cannot 
expect to build our endowment. Both 
funds are critical to creating the 
measure of excellence that is Rhode 
Island College," Brown said. 
Buoyed by the success of the 1997 
Annual Fund, the alumni staff and 
board are well under way with the 
1998 Annual Fund. At the annual 
meeting of the RIC Foundation on 
Jan. 20 at which the officers and 
new trustees for 1998 were 
appointed. Paul Bourget, Class of 
1969, was named honorary chair of 
the 1998 Annual Fund and 
appointed as a new trustee of the 
Foundation. (See related story, p. 4) 
Bourget, a certified public accoun-
tant, is president of Paul Bourget 
Associates, Inc. in Woonsocket. He 
holds a bachelors degree from RIC 
and has continued his education at 
the University of Rhode Island, 
Bryant College, and the Gemological 
Institute of America. He is a well-
known member of the Rhode Island 
College Alumni Association Board. 
He was a charter member of the 
Rhode Island College 1854 Giving 
Society and served as an Alumni 
Golf Day Club committee member. 
"1997 was the year where the cam-
paign was focused on trying to reach 
out to non-donors. This year we want 
. to continue that expansion and to 
get alumni to look at what benefits 
they received from an education at 
RIC and to give back to the College," 
Bourget said. 
"I find when I give of my time and 
money, it really brings back cher-
ished memories. It also helps me 
reconnect with alumni, which is very 
difficult to do as we get older. 
"By giving to the Annual Fund, 
alumni have the opportunity to 
become part of hundreds of careers 
and to participate in many dreams . 
When you help fund a scholarship, 
you get a sense of ownership in that 
student and in the future," he added. 
Money raised for the Annual Fund 
drive is used primarily for scholar-
ships. Last year $68,000 went to 
RIC students through direct grants 
and emergency financial assistance. , 
In addition, money raised goes to 
support faculty and staff develop-
ment programs, the alumni maga-
zine and other direct needs of the 
Office of Alumni Affairs. 
To volunteer for the 1998 Annual 
Fund or to make a contribution, call 
the alumni office at 401-456-8086. 
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Six diversity · 
workshops offered 
Rhode Island College's 
Dialogue on Diversity 
Committee, in conjunction with 
its Office of Continuing 
Education is offering a series of 
six workshops on diversity this 
winter/spring. 
They provide a forum to 
address the demands of the 
diversity found in American 
homes, workplaces, communi-
ties, school and media. 
The workshops target the 
issues surrounding cultural, 
racial, ethnic and gender differ-
ences, and serve individuals and 
organizations as they explore 
diversity and its ramifications in 
contemporary America. 
The topics in the diversity 
workshops are: Black 
Leadership in Ethnic 
Communities, Hip Hop and the 
Cultural Continuum, Conflicts 
in Feminism, Diversity in the 
Workplace, Women Writers of 
Color and The Harlem 
Renaissance-Race and Creed. 
All registration must be con-
ducted by ~ail. For a registra-
tion form and details about each 
workshop, call the Office of 
Continuing Education at 456-
8091. 
RIC, CCRI offer 
joint admissions 
Rhode Island College and the 
Community College of Rhode 
Island, have joined together to 
expand their mutual and long-
standing tradition of providing 
access to higher education to 
qualified students. The two col-
lege offer a joint admissions pro-
gram which will facilitate stu-
dents' progression from the asso-
ciate degree to the baccalaure-
ate degree. 
Since the program began in 
September 1997, 300 students 
have enrolled in it, said Holly 
Shadoian, director of undergrad-
uate admissions. "The program 
helps us identify early those stu-
dents who have a clear interest 
in transferring to Rhode Island 
College so we can begin to build 
a relatio -nship with them and 
help ease their transition into 
the College," she said. 
Students enrolled in the pro-
gram will be invited to an orien-
tation to the College which will 
include a campus tour. A mem-
ber of the admissions staff visits 
the CCRI campus each semester 
to meet with students for acade-
mic advising and to answer 
questions about the progr__am. 
In general, the program is 
available to incoming CCRI 
freshmen enrolled in a transfer-
able program. Students must 
complete an intent to enroll form 
during their first semester, must 
earn an associate degree in a 
prescribed curriculum at CCRI 
within five years of their start 
date, and must earn a cumula-
tive grade point average of 2.40. 
For more information, contact 
Shadoian at 456-8234. 
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Foundation surpasses . two-y~ar goal by $1 million 
Market value exceeds $6 million 
by Shelly Murphy 
What's News Editor 
The Rhode Island College Foundation celebrated the 
successes of the past year and set its sights higher for the 
years to come at its recent annual meeting. In 1997, the 
market value of the Foundation grew to $6.3 million, 
eclipsing the goal of $5 million that was established in 
1995 by then-new director of development, Marguerite M. 
Brown. 
At the meeting in January, Brown spoke of the two-
year-old goal to illustrate the value and power of the 
efforts and support of the College's trustees, staff, and 
friends. "Two years ago, I talked with you about the 
Foundation breaking the $5 million mark this year. In 
fact, last year I promised that with your help and guid-
ance we would break that $5 million mark this year. 
"Well, thanks to another extraordinary year in the mar-
ket, the astute investment strategies of Citizens Bank 
under the guidance of our investment committee, and 
major gifts for specific projects, we have surpassed that 
$5 million mark with a Foundation market value of $6.3 
million - a long way from that initial $3,000 gift in 
1965," Brown said. 
The Foundation's total value grew by 37 percent in 
1997. Nine new endowments were created this year for a 
variety of specific purposes. The majority of the scholar-
ships and special gifts awarded by the Foundation come 
from endowment funds. 
The major disbursements that the Foundation made to 
RIC in 1997 totaled more than $187,000. Of that figure, 
more than $125,000 supported scholarships and prizes. 
Twenty-seven honors students received an average award 
of $1,500 - or half of this year's tuition. Funds to support 
these scholarship are raised through two major special 
events: the gala and golf tournament. 
The year was a record-breaking one for these events as 
well. The golf tournament, under the leadership of Frank 
Montanaro, physical plant projects manager, and John 
Fitta, assistant vice president for finance and controller, 
broke records for number of sponsors and funds raised. 
The events raised a total of more than $27 ,000.' 
GUEST SPEAKER: Thomas R. Popplewell (center), 
director of Public Relations Foundations, Programs 
and Services of the Association of Governing Boards 
of Universities and Colleges in. Washington, D.C., was 
the main speaker at the January meeting of the Rhode 
Island College Foundation. Above left is Joseph Neri, 
president of the Found_ation, and right, College 
President John Nazarian. (What's News Photo by 
Gordon E. Rowley) 
The Foundation was also boosted by major donations 
from individuals. Thirteen individuals earned a place on 
the list of major donors with gifts of $5,000 or more. 
Collectively, these 13 gifts accounted for more than 
$136,000. . 
Looking _ ahead for this year, Brown noted that the 
dates for this year's gala (Friday, April 24) and golf tour-
nament (Tuesday, August 11) have been set and as 
always volunteers are welcome and appreciated. 
In closing, Brown recalled the surpassing of the $5 
million goal and the $6.3 million achievement. "Can $10 
million be far behind?" she asked rhetorically. "Not with 
people like you behind this organization." 
CLASS OF 1959 SCHOLARSHIPS were recently awarded to two students in the Feinstein School of Education 
and Human Development. Above (I to r) David Nelson, dean of the Feinstein School, looks on as President John 
Nazarian presents the awards to Kathleen Provost, a elementary education/special education major, and Michael 
Browner Jr., a secondary education major. At right is Professor Emeritus Henry "Hank" Guillotte, who is presi-
dent of the Class of 1959. (What's News Photo by Gordon E. Rowley) 
Call for nominations - Alumni Awards 
The Awards Coi:nmittee ofthe Rhode Island 
-College Alumni Association is seeking nomi-
nations for the 1998 Alumni Awards and the 
:1998 Alumni Honor Roll. The deadline for 
'.nominations is ·Friday, Feb.' 6, 1998., 
Nominations and any suppo'rting material 
·should be sent to the Alamni Office; 600 Mt. 
;Pleasant Ave., Providence, RI 02908. Winners 
will be honored at the Alumni Awards Dinner 
:on Thursday, May 14. · · 
Nominations will be accepted for any of the 
following award categories:' 1 -. • . • 1 
; Alumnus/Alumna of the Year nominee 
shall be a graduate of the College; hold cur-' 
t_ - - ----- ,_ 
rently active membership in the Alumni 
Association and have a record of past active 
membership; demonstrate a continuing inter-
est in the College and the Association by out-
standing service, and/or by impressive-finan-
cial contribution. 
· Charles B. Willard Achievement.Award 
nominee shall be a graduate of the College; 
have brought honor to the College by distin-
guished achievement· in' his/her field of 
endeavor. 
Alumni Service Award nominee need not 
be a graduate of the College, yet shall have 
made a contribution to RIC by giving of time, 
talent or resources; or shall be an outstanding 
citizen who has made an important contribu-
tion to the State or nation which reflects the 
ideals of service to humanity to which RIC is 
committed. 
Alumni Faculty Award, Alumni Staff 
Award nominees need riot be alumni; shall be' 
employed by the, Colleg{l; and shall have 
made a unique contribution to,the College; 
wide community recognition of quality of ser~ 
vice to the general welfare; or wide campus 
recognition for exceptional service. 
For further information, call the Office of 
Alumni Affairs at 456-8086. 
Foundation names 
officers and new 
trustees for 1998 
At the annual meeting in 
January, the Rhode Island College 
Foundation named the following 
trustees and officers: 
The Foundation officers for 1998 
are: 
Joseph Neri, President; Michael 
Integlia, Vice Pres _ident. 
The board of directors with terms 
as noted are: Ronda Warrener, Hugo 
Bert, and Theresa Howe, all 
through 2002; Corinne Russo, 
through 2000; Lynn Singleton, 
through 1999; and Arthur Micallef, 
through 1998. 
The new trustees are: 
Paul Bourget, of Woonsocket, 
Class of 1969, has continued his 
education atthe University of Rhode 
Island, Bryant College, and the 
Gemmological Institute of America. 
Bourget, a CPA, is president of Paul 
Bourget Associates, Inc. in 
Woonsocket. He is an active mem-
ber of several organizations includ-
ing the Rhode Island Historical 
Society, the Woonsocket Historical 
Society and the Jewelers Board of 
Trade. He is a well-known member 
of the RIC Alumni Association 
board and has agreed to serve as 
honorary chair of the 1998 Annual 
Fund. 
Jamie M. Harrower, of 
Greenville, Class of 1973 and con-
tinuing education in business at 
Bryant College, is a senior vice pres-
ident of Academic Enterprises, Inc. 
Jamie has been involved in numer-
ous philanthropic causes including 
the American Heart Association 
and the American Cancer Society. 
He also has served as a camp coun-
selor for the Episcopal Conference 
Center in Pascoag and a library vol-
unteer in East Providence. 
J. Joseph Kruse, of North 
Providence, holds a bachelors from 
the University of Florida, a masters 
from Florida State University, and 
a certificate in advanced manage-
ment from Harvard University. His 
current manage -ment activities 
include merchant banking and 
chairman for the G. William Miller 
& Co. Inc., Washington, D.C.; presi-
dent and CEO of Kruse & Co. Inc., 
merchant banking. His civic activi-
ties include trustee for PPAC, chair-
man, and board member of 
Professional Facilities 
Management; member, advisory 
board of Johnson & Wales 
University, and serves on the 
President's Council of Providence 
College. 
Richard A. Li~cio, of New York 
City, Class of 1964, masters degree 
from NYU and ABD from 
Columbia, is the vice president, 
Goldman Sachs and Company. He 
has served on local PTAs and is a 
member of the Ford Foundation 
Demonstration Project. 
And ·rea Francis Nardone, of 
Westerly, Class of 1980 and masters 
in 1986, currently serves as a spe-
cial education teacher in the 
Stonington, Conn., Public School 
System, where she has also coached 
the gymnastics team. In addition to 
her numerous school related com-
mittee activities, Andrea is an avid 
health and fitness student. 
Jeanne Aubin Rose, of West 
Warwick, Class of 1962 and masters 
in 1972, is a retired teacher and an 
active member of her church. 
Michaela M. "Micki" Whitfield 
of Marietta, Ga ,, Class of 1965 antl · 
masters frum Georgia State 
University, is an active member of 
numerous professional boards and 
is president of Micki Whitfield 
Counseling Services in Atlanta. 
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Benson captures second NEH fellowship 
Pamela J. Benson, a Ph.D. profes-
sor of English at Rhode Island 
College, recently received her second 
National Endowment for the 
Humanities (NEH) fellowship - a 
feat "just about unheard of." 
The most recent fellowship is for 
$30,000 to cover expenses for one 
year beginning in September to 
investigate the interaction between 
historical events and the stories told 
about them via a book concerning 
the 13th century Florentine count-
ess, Gualdrada. 
Benson's previous NEH fellowship 
came in the academic year of 1986-
87 for work leading to a book enti-
tled The Invention of the Renaissance 
Woman. It was for about $27,000, 
Benson recalls. 
"Everybody tells me its just about 
unheard of to get two of them," 
Benson says of the second NEH fel-
lowship which was awarded in 
December. 
She says she will be doing most of 
the work on the project at home, but 
will visit Florence at least once. 
During the year, she will .be on 
"research leave" from her teaching 
duties at RIC. 
The tittle of the project is 
"Gualdrada and the Emperor's Kiss: · 
the Politics of Narrative in 
Florentine Legendary History ." 
Legend portrays the countess as 
having been typically chaste and 
domestic whereas , in reality, she was 
politically and militarily involved in 
her husband's affairs, her husband 
being the ruler of substantial terri-
tory in the environs of Florence , says 
Benson . 
Benson describes her project as 
that dealing with one of the central 
issues of late medieval and 
Renaissance Italian intellectual his-
tory: historiography (the writing of 
history based 
on the critical 
examination of 
sources) and its 
role in the defi-





end of the 
maiden 
Gualdrada's 
refusal to kiss the emperor, narrated 
by Villani, Boccaccio and Vasari and 
discredited by Borghini. 
"Using a methodology informed by 
narrative, anthropological and femi-
nist theory and comparing the leg-
endary woman with the historically 
documented one, I argue that 
Gualdrada was used as a symbol of 
Florence. I explore the political ide-
ologies and the social codes she 
embodies. 
"My studies contribute to the 
understanding of the individual texts , 
their social contexts and the role of 
women in Florentine politics and cul-
ture," says Benson . 
Benson joined the RIC faculty in 
1984 after having served as a lec-
turer at Yale and Harvard universi-
ties from 1982 to 84. She was a visit-
ing lecturer at Cambridge 
University's Department of Italian 
for a term in 1993 . 
She holds a bachelors degree from 
the University of California at 
Berkeley; did a year of post-graduate 
study at the Universita degli studi di 
Firenze; a masters from the 
University of California and doctor-
ate from Columbia University in 
English and comparative literature. 
Benson, of Mansfield Center, Conn., 
is the author of two books, numerous 
articles, reviews and papers. Among 
her other grants, she has received a 
number of RIC annual Faculty 
Research grants suppqrting various 
projects dating back to the 1986-87 
academic year. Faculty Research 
Grants that year and more recently 
served as seed money for the NEH 
grants, reports Benson. 
Faculty research-------------------
continued from page 1 
Homecoming for alumni and 
donors," Brown said. 
The Alumni Association has con-
tributed $5,000 annually to the 
College for the past several years to 
support faculty research. While 
many of worthwhiie projects under-
written by the Foundation and 
Alumni Association would not exist 
at all without their help because the 
projects are unbudgeted or can't be 
supported with state funds, the 
organizations decided to augment 
the College's funding for · research 
because it is so important. The com-
mitment to faculty research is well 
entrenched at the College and the 
allocations have increased during 
recent years. 
"Even with increasingly tight bud-
gets, the College strives to identify 
as much money as possible for fac-
ulty research because it is essential 
for continued professional develop-
ment for faculty and offers an 
invaluable opportunity for student 
exploration and growth," said RIC 
President John Nazarian. "Research 
provides the hands-on experience 
that invigorates students' interest 
in a subject and also has direct 
application to their endeavors after 
graduation." 
This year the College has bud-
geted about $47,500 for research, up 
from $12,500 just eight years ago · 
when Nazarian became president of 
the College. The $10,000 donation 
by the Foundation and Alumni 
Association will supplement this 
money. 
"This donation is enormously sig-
nificant " said Pam Benson, chair of 
the Fadulty Research Committee 
and professor of English. "It 
increases our allocation by approxi-
mately one quarter. It will mean 
that a lot more people can get 
research money this year." The 
money will be administered by the 
committee, using its extensive appli-
cation review and grant award 
process. . 
"Our support of faculty research 
is just one of the ways we give back 
to the College. We look forward to 
continuing to enhance the level of 
this support as the Foundation and 
Alumni Association continue to 
grow," Brown said. 
The additional funding for 
research is good news for faculty and 
students alike since the students 
often help conduct the research. 
"Most of my research has been with 
the involvement of students, as is 
the case for most of science and other 
fields," said Charles Marzzacco, pro-
fessor of chemistry, who has received 
grants from the research fund over 
the years and who shared his experi-
ences with the Council of Rhode 
Island c ·ollege at the check presen-
tation in December. "Students who 
do the research have the opportu-
nity to see that they like research 
and it encourages them to go on in 
chemistry. It also helps the ones who 
go into industry." 
"If the funds weren't available we 
wouldn't be able to do research at 
the same level or to publish as 
much," he said. The College research 
grant funds can be used for m.ateri-
. als, equipment, personnel and travel 
vital to start and continue research. 
The impact of the $10,000 dona-
tion is more than just enabling the 
committee to say "yes" to more appli-
cants. It will likely fund a portion of 
numerous larger research projects 
and can even serve as seed money to 
obtain grants from other organiza-
tions. Benson, the chair of the 
research committee, is an example 
of-how the college research funds 
can generate additional grant money 
from external sources. After receiv-
ing grants from the College fund for 
the past two years, Benson has 
recently been named a fellow by the . 
National Endowment for the 
Humanities and received a $30,000 
grant from the NEH to continue her 
research. This is her second NEH 
award. (See related story above.) -
Students benefit directly from fac-
ulty research projects, Marzzacco 
observed. He has worked with about 
30 research students since coming to 
RIC in 1971. At least 12 of the stu-
dents have gone on to get doctorates 
in chemistry; 13 have co-authored 
published papers with him; and four 
have won first place awards for 
papers submitted to the prestigious 
Eastern . Colleges Sciences 
Conferences. 
The research benefits students not 
directly .involved as well. "The 
research that I am doing filters down 
into the other courses. Some of the 
published experiments are now used 
in other laboratory courses. One 
experiment in particular that I pub-
lished is a popular experiment at 
other colleges and was mentioned in 
a book on developing a dynamic phys-
ical science curriculum," Marzzacco · 
said. 
The Faculty Research Committee 
will accept applications until Feb. 16 
and expects to award the grants by 
the end of April. 
Blizzard of '78------
continued from page 1 
· a student jumping off a building into 
a deep snow bank. Another shows 
then Gov. Joseph Garrahy walking 
along a highway somewhere between 
RIC and Pawtucket. 
Zapatka explains that he and oth-
ers were forced to remain on campus 
for five days or . until the food in 
Donovan Dining Center started to 
run out. 
"They asked those of us who could 
to leave the campus at that point," 
says Zapatka, who then lived in 
Westerly. His girl friend, Lisa, lived 
in Pawtucket and that's where 
Zapatka headed on foot. That's when 
he ran into the Governor, who was 
making a survey of the storm's 
effects. With camera always in hand, 
Zapatka snapped the governor's pic-
ture. - · 
Zapatka had called President 
.Nazarian to make an appointment to 
present him with the Blizzard of '78 
exhibit. 
Nonetheless, upon making the 
actual presentation, the president 
seem both surprised and delighted. 
Nazarian indicated he may place it 
in the Student Union or some other 
site of easy access to students. 
Admissions to 
programs reopened 
Rhode Island College President 
John Nazarian has re-opened 
admissions to the programs leading 
to the master of arts in biology and 
the bachelor of arts in geography. 
He has also approved changes rec-
ommended by the Curriculum 
8ommittee to the program ieading 
to the master of arts in mathemat-
ics and reopened admissions to that 
progiam as well. For admissions 
information, call the graduate stud-
ies office at 456-8700 or undergrad-
uate admissions at 456-8234. 
Bone marrow drive 
gets 50 volunteers 
Over 50 volunteers donated blood 
in a recent bone marrow donor 
drive held at Rhode Island College. 
The drive, sponsored by four multi-
cultural student organizations, 
Harambee, the Latin American 
Student Organization, the Asian 
Student Organization and the 
Native American Network, was 
part of a "unity service day" at the 
College and was termed a "success-
ful outreach project for the benefit 
of the community" by Jay Latimer, 
assistant director of Student Life 
for Minority Programs and 
Services. 
Each year, thousands of 
American racial and ethnic minori-
ties die from fatal blood diseases. 
Many could be helped by marrow 
transplants, according to the 
National Marrow Donor Program. 
The drive was free and involved 
donating a small quantity of blood. 
Actual bone marrow donation 
would not occur until after a match 
had been found. 
Counseling Center 
spring seminars 
The Counseling Center at Rhode 
Island College is offering a series of 
group and single-session workshops 
for students this semester. A stress 
management laboratory will be held 
every Tuesday at 11 a.m. "Coping 
Skills" will be held on six 
Wednesdays beginning Feb. 18 from 
12:30 to 2 p.m. A "Family Issues 
Group" will meet for eight weeks 
beginning Feb. 27 from noon to 1:30 
p.m. 
Also, an eight-week workshop 
entitled "Gay/Straight/Bi-????" will 
be offered beginning Feb. 12. "Are 
We Speaking the Same Language? 
Couple Communication Seminar" 
will be held Monday, Feb. 9 from 1 
to 2:30 p.m. On Wednesday, Feb. 18 
from 12:30 to 2 p.m., "Think Fast" is 
scheduled. 
On Wednesday, Feb. 25, the cen-
ter will offer the National Eating 
Disorders Screening Program from 
10 to 11:30 a.m. and from noon to 2 
p.m. in Donovan Dining Center. 
"Car Wars"--will be offered Tuesday, 
March 3 from 1 to 2:30 p.m.; 
"Managing Test Anxiety o-:ii 
Wednesday, March 4 from 11 a.m. to 
noon; and "Perfectionism & 
Procrastination: Our Self-Critical 
Voices" on Th1,1rsday, March 5 from 
noon to 1:30 p.m. 
All workshops will be held in the 
Counseling Center, Craig-Lee 130 
(unless otherwise noted). 
For more.information, call 401-
456-8094. 
--------------
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Dean's List Fall 1997 
The following students attained a minimum grade point average of 3.25 for the fall 1997 seme ster and have been named to the Dean's list in recognition of their scholastic achievement. Congratulations! 
Dean's List Fall 1997 Tabetha D Bernstein Angela M Carlino 
Merann S Davis James M Fitzgerald George R Grimes Paula King John R Mara Elizabeth D Motta Rose M Potanas Kelley L Schimmel Ryan D Theroux 
Thomas K Fitzgerald Edicta M Grullon Rebecca King Monique Marchand 
James J Betres Kristin M Carlino Denyse M
 Day Jessika L Moura Kelly C Potvin Selina C Schuh-Doop Seana P Thibeauh 
Katie A Carlson Faith E De Ambrose Mardy J Flanagan 
Roberto Guerenabarrena Kevin P Kirby Summer Marchand Robert L Mullen Julie B Powers Kristin E Scribner Patricia A Thibodeau 
Catherine A Abberton Lynn A Bettencourt 
Sally K Carlson Vera D De Brito Fred Fletcher 
Karen S Guerin Susan M Kline Bryan A Marcotte Kathleen D Mullins Alfred H Pratt Kristen E Scully Wendy J Thomas 
Maureen N Abbott Michael Bettencourt 
Rebecca S Caron Michelle M De Brum Gina M Floriani 
Jennie M Guertin Freeman B Knowlton Gina-Marie Mariani Sarah A Mumford Kristin J Prior Dean A Scungio Tanya L Tillinghast 
Gregory R Abram Charles G Bibeault 
Keri A Carter Paula M De Castro Alissa J Florio 
Anthony K Guglielmo, Jr. Rachel J Kodos Lindsey Marinaro Stacey E Mundo Julie P Proulx Todd A Scungio Melissa liscione 
Anna Maria Abrams Renee E Bichan 
Kristy M Casali David L De Frances Sherrie L Fogarty 
Greta A Guilbault Judith Koegler Wendy K Markham Melissa M Murano Kathleen A Provost Thomas J Sederback Lynn M Tocco 
Pascale M Acocella Donna M Biondi 
Lori Casali Jenny L De Gregorio Karrie K Falco 
Melissa D Guillet Dawn K Koferl Natalie E Markward Laura L Murphy Patricia J Pryor Stephanie M Seidel Erin E Todisco 
Angela L Adamo Autumn R Bishop 
Steven A Casavant, Jr. Kevin M De Jesus Stacey A Follansbee Debra J Gustavson 
Katarzyna Kolodziejczak April L Marquis Sarah B Nadeau Jennifer M Puleo 
Catherine M Ady Sherry A Bizzacco 
John C Sellechio Christina A Toti 
Amanda J Casiano Stefanie De Long Kristen Follows Kathl
een B Hagan Michael A Kowalewski Jesse D Marsden Adam L Nagle Kathleen M Pulner Bernice L Senape 
Kathie Afonso Erika L Blais 
FrankVToti 
Alissa J Cassidy Leah B De Matteo Cibelle Fonseca 
Shannon L Hajjar Michael J Kozusko Jeffrey A Marsella Patricia M Nanni Brenda L Quattrucci Amanda M Sequin James S Touhill, Jr. 
Michelle S Ahlborg Christina L Blanchard 
Michele L Castagliuolo Michael P De Motte Maria I Fontes Patrick D Hall 
Krzysz1of P Krajanowski Amy-Lynn Marteka Gina M Nardolillo Lutgarda Quezada Matthew P Serniuk Mara S Trachtenberg 
Richard Alarie Christopher M Blanchette 
Maryann Castigliego Joana S De Oliveira Heather R Forand Elizabeth M Halloran 
Shannon J Kramarski Robin M Martellini Kellie A Nason Melissa A Quilty Donald R Shadoian Kira L Trainor 
Robert W Albanese, Ill Michele A Blanchette Maryellen M Halloran Jillian M Krebill Christine M Martin Adam D Cellemme Jennifer L De Palma Roger J Forand Dyana M Natale Keri A Quinlan Lindsey B Shatley Cara M Tramontano Jennifer M Albert Pamela A Blanco Deborah Forcelli Michael F Halloran Alane Kulak Kelly L Martin Angela J Nava 
Jennifer M Albuquerque Jennifer R Bliss Michael P Cellemme 
James J De Pasquale Nancy R Raftery Thomas M Shaw, Jr. Kerri L Travers 
Nicole J Centazzo Michael A De Rosa Peter A Forsstrom Satu E Halpin 
Ravi Kumar Kerri L Martin Victor M Navedo Jeffrey P Ragosta Melissa M Sheer Robbie M Travers 
Stephanie L Alfano Jason M Bloom 
Courtney E Cerce Gail A De Simone Dawn K Forte Rachel N Hamel 
Bonnie L Kusiak Susan R Martin Erin M Nealon Jason J Rainone Lisa Marie Sheridan Sarah E Tremblay 
Shelly A Allard Rachel L Bodner Denice M Handren Lori A L'Heureux Melissa R Massa Tara A Cerro Jamie L Dean Michelle L Forte 
Jennifer A Nelson Shana L Ramaglia Doreen A Shottek Stephen Tremblay 
Heather M Allen Melissa S Bohan Robert F Hanlon Melissa J Labbe Celeste M Masse Heather M Cespedes Melissa A Del Nigro Susan M Forte 
Michael K Nelson Pearl B Ramos Alyssa B Sigel Gregory D Tripp 
Matthew R Allen Catherine M Boisvert Adam N Labonte Leigh V Matheu 
Connie M Almeida Robin A Bonin Melanie J Chagnon 
Robyn M Del Ponte Jenna L Fournier Sarah R Hannaway Andrea B Neto Elizabeth L Randle Mali Siharaj Erin M Trodson 
Dennis P Almeida Julie A Booth Elise E Chapman 
Michael K Del Rosso Lisa A Franchitto Catherine M Hannon Amy L Lacr
oix Jessica L Mattia Renee M Newsham Anibal Raposo Arthur M Silva Laurie A Tubman 
Michael J Almeida Susan M Boragine Michelle L Charette 
Robin L Del Santo Anthony V Frattarelli Barbara S Hanosky 
Douglas J Lafrance Tracey A Mattos Staci L Nickerson Edith Rappaport Jason E Silva Phana E Tum 
Jeffrey S Altomari Donna M Borges Heather E Charpentier 
Michael A Del Signore John P Fredericks Dayna E Hansen 
Tracy L Lafreniere Jessie A Maurice Melanie Nobles Lauren E Raspallo Jennifer Silva J. Matthew Turner 
Erin C Dennigan Richard P Fredette Kathleen A Hardiman 
Jennifer K Lai Natalie A Maxwell Christine M Noel Gretchen D Rastelli Jennifer A Silva 
Carrie Alves Nancy L Borges Michael R Charves 
Kristen F Vaillancourt 
Adam G Freedman Jason A Harding John W Laiho Andrea H Mayer Michaela A Normandin Alicia A Rathbun 
Sheree A Alves Jeremy C Bosco Anita C Chase Alicia M
 Deroy Melissa M Silva Jamie Valente 
Melissa A Chenail Deana L Desjarlais Ana P Freitas Robin Lee Harpin 
Aimee M Lamarre Bridget A Mayer Sandra L Novak Brian A Rathier Edwin D Silverio Bethany L Vanasse 
Colleen Y Amaral Tracy Botelho 
Courtney A Amaral Michelle M Bouchard Sosy T Chobanian Christ
opher J Desmarais Noelia M Freitas Joanne E Hart Tammy M Lamber
to Christopher C Mayer Enrica P Novello Brenda L Rattray Judd N Silvia Jennifer L Vaughn 
Sheila C Ciccone Heather A Desmarais David S Frericks Elisabeth J Harte 
Jennifer L Lamothe Amy L Mc Clurg Jeffrey P O'brien Christina R Reali Susan D Silvia Gregory P Vescera 
Debbie R Amaral Jenntter A Boudreault 
Karen M Cipriano Kristen L Desvoyaux Lynda M Friedman Amy S Harty 
John R Lamoureux Meghan Mc Cormick Jessica A O'Brien Matthew B Ream Daniel S Simanski Maria AVican 
Julie A Amaral Timothy F Bourgery 
Jeanine C Bourget Jessica S Clark Jacques A Dextradeur 
Leslie J Frietas Jacquelyn M Hassell Maria C Lancellotta Janet E Mc Coy Kerri L O'Brien Joseph T Rebello Deborah A Simao Oscar A Victorino 
Nancy M Amaral 
Christian D Deziel Jean C Fryburg Valerie H Hassin Kelly A Lang
e Shannon M Mc Creery Sandra D O'Dell Kyle R Reed Julie A Simmons 
Nobina M Amaral Nicholas M Bousquet Tracy J Cledes 
Rachel M Vieira 
Sandy A Amaral Kristin A Bovi Kristen M Cobb 
Charlene A Di Cenzo Michael J Fusaro Christi M Hastings Scott D Langlais Dorothy E Mc Donaugh Jennifer L O'Donnell Jodie L Regan Mark D Simoes Bethany A Vincent 
Laura M Ames Russell J Bowden, II John J Coen 
Andrea J Di Cicco Debrann Fusco Melissa S Hastings 
David R Lapham Kellie A Mc Donaugh Erin A Oakley Nancy A Regine Kenneth J Simone Elena A Vingi 
Daniel G Andis Stephanie E Bowering Michael C Coggeshall 
Jessica A Di Lucia Jennifer I Fuvich Robin C Hathaway Ryan P Lapham Meaghan C Mc Donaugh Toyin Ogundipe Kimberly A Rego Cherie A Simoneau Jasmin B Vorasingha 
Matthew G Ando Sarah Bowman Mitchell F Cohen 
Lisa D Di Martino Robert E Gage Kathleen M Healey Edward L La
pierre Timothy M Mc Duff Sachiki Okawa Megan J Reith Kristy L Siravo Stephanie Wachewski 
Beverly Andrade Stephanie L Boyd AbbyG Colby 
Jennifer L Di Nola Jamie L Gaglione Laura J Hebert Jeffrey A Lapierre Jaimee L
 Mc Elroy Carla J Oliveira Bonnie L Renfrew Russell E Sjogren Glenn R Waldron 
Christine L Andrade Allison L Boyden Doreen Coleman 
Mary A Di Palma Jessica L Galla Joan L Hencler Maureen B Lapre Alison C Mc Kay Elaine S Oliver Melissa A Renzoni Thomas E Skuba Beth A Waldrop 
Tania M Andrade Shawna O Bradshaw Eric J Collins Dawn M Di Petrillo 
Kathleen A Gallagher Donald R Henick Kathryn ELarkin Melissa A Mc Laughlin Heather E Osborne Diane Resendes Elizabeth Smith Gena-Lee Walker 
Brent T Andrew Julie M Braga Jodi L Collins Jodie L 
Di Pierro Joanna M Gallo Kathryn E Hennessey Webster K Larkin, Jr. Shannon B Mc Laughlin Joshua D Ostrow Jennifer L Retelle EmilyC Smith Kerry L Walker 
Darlene M Angell Rebecca L Branca Victor A Colomb James M
 Di Pippo Meredith A Gallo Kevin P Herchen Suzanne M Larmie Julie A Mc Murry Monica J Ouellette Mark A Rhynard Jennifer R Smith Christopher A Wallick 
Jason Anthony Christy J Brancatelli Glorianny Colon Danielle A Di Rocco 
Stephen G Gallo Paul R Heroux Vivian E Laroche Emily Mc Neil Katherine S Pacheco Melissa D Rhynard Jonathan Smith Kerry J Walsh 
Michael J Antosia Jennifer L Brandt Christine D Conant Roxan
ne L Di Trolio Tania A Gallone Holly-Jane Hewitt Daniel M Larson Robert F Mc Nelis Christina M Paesano Pamela J Rhynard Julie A Smith Kimberly M Wappel 
Gayle W Antunes Courtney E Briar Julie M Conca Victor S Dias 
Kerri A Gamboa Jessica L Hiatt Maleeha A Latif Ryan J Mc Nelis Amy B Paliotti AmyR Ricci Nicole T Smith Kate W Warburton 
Amanda Armenti George G Brimmer Christopher E Conley Elizabeth Diaz 
Anne M Gammon Laura B Hicks Peter G Laurie Judith A Mc Nulty Christine A Palmaccio Jennifer A Ricci Rachel A Smith Robert E Ward 
Donald F Arnett Danielle Brooks John K Conner Klaere Y Diaz 
Steven R Gardiner Jenni1er M Higham Melissa A Lauzon Donna L Mcconnell Heather A Palmieri Julie M Ricci Timothy L Smith Robert J Ward, Jr. 
Erika L Arnold Karen L Brooks Kerri-Lynn Constancia George Dib Andrea Garille 
Amy E Hines Kari-Ann Lavallee Sara L Mcmillan Antonio K Palumbo Heather M Richardson Celeste M Snell Scott P Waterman 
Sondra N Arnold Kristy C Brouillard Jennifer A Conti Elaine M Dickervitz 
Vilma E Gaspar Eileen S Hinsley Lisa L Lavergne Amie M Medeiros Nina E Palumbo nna T Richardson Maryellen B Snyder Lisa N Watkins 
Mark EArrigan Michelle J Brousseau Richard A Conti RobertDilis Dav
idJ Gatta Lee D Hinton Stephen F Laxton Edward R Medeiros Jamie L Paolozzi Wayne A Richardson Amanda A Soave Heather M Watson 
Jessica B Arrighi Heather L Brown Colleen M Converse Brian Dillon Timot
hy F Gaulin Bryan A Hodge Stacey L Leach Nancy C Medeiros Nathan J Paquet Randa N Rifai Darren R Soens Ann C Wattendorf 
John R Arrigo, Jr. Kristen L Brown Kelly M Convery Diane E Dobosz 
Jaime A Gauvin JuliaC Hodge Heather E Leamey Charles Meehan Joseph N Paquette Kevin M Riley Kassia T Sojka Thomas H Weaver, Jr. 
Kimberly A Arruda Lauren E Brown Nancy B Cookson Kristen L Dolce Kelly A Gavigan 
Kristen Hoffman Marsha I Ledoux Michelle R Mekhaeel Kimberly A Paquette Shannon B Riordan Michael P Sollitto Deborah F Weisman 
Nellie Arruda Mayetta S Browne Stephen R Cooper Alexis T Dolock Lon M Gelade 
Bridget C Hole Kristin L Leduc Mark Melanson Meghan F Paquette Steven R Rioux Kristen M Sorrell Tracy L Wells 
Carrie E Arsenault Michael N Browner, Jr. Susan I Copley Kathryn Dorazio Carrie B Gelinas 
Margaret M Horstmann Alicia M Lefort Damon M Melidossian David A Pardini Pamela Rivero Kelli L Soscia Johanna L Whelan 
Nicole M Arsenault James E Brum Angela J Copyak Cathleen M Dowd Christopher R Gelinas 
Andrea C Horta Patricia ALehmann Karen A Mellen Jennifer Parisi Coral L Roach Jacob C Sosnowski Nadine J Whitaker 
Lauren B Ashton Amy Bruno Erica J Corbett Kelli J Downes Stephanie N Gelsomi
no Ellen J Hoyle Angela M Lemieux Thomas J Mellen Woojung Park Kerri A Robbio Eliza Sousa Dawn MWhite 
Stephanie J Atanasoff Kyle J Bryer Lidia M Cordeiro Eileen E Doyle Sherry A Gemma 
Vanessa L Hull Rose B Lessard Ashley L Mello Kimberlee A Parker Brenda E Robertson Elizabeth Sousa Sasha A White 
Stephanie R Atwood-Tucker Michael J Buckley Melaney Cordeiro Kyle M Doyon Michael P Gendice 
Scott P Huntley Wendy D Letourneau Thomas J Mello Gabriel J Parquette Brian P Robinson Joseph D Sousa Karen L Whitton 
Nicole Auclair Steven M Buckner Amy Correia Tammy C Drake Christine E George 
Sara E Hutchings Matthew C Leveille nna M Mendes Elizabeth M Parrillo Rebecca E Robitaille Richard J Sousa Kathaleen S Wicklund 
De-Anne M Augusto Diane M Bugner Dalila V Correia Jeffrey L Drury Stephen M Gerling Elizabeth A Hynes 
Andrea M Lewandowski Paul J Mendonca Joseph C Parrillo Nancy A Rocha Timothy A Sousa Jessica A Wildenhain 
David K Avedisian Rebecca A Burns Marc D Correia Marc N Dubois Melissa M Gesualdi Ryan Hynes 
Xiufang Li Suzanne L Mendonca Maria D Pascale Tania Rocha Tracey M Souza Karen A Wilkie 
Natasha J Axelson Courtney J Bush Eric M Corrigan Elizabeth L Dudley Kathleen A Gifford Dino B lacobo 
Michael J Liberatore Marisa L Meneses Diana Passaretta Michael P Roderick Christopher P Spadazzi Jennifer S Wilkinson 
Lisa M Bacon John H Buss, Ill Renee A Corsi Joseph M Dunay Ruth E Gil Rebecca A lannuccilli 
Nicole A Lind Kerri E Mennella Frank P Patalano Erica B Rodin Melissa D Spatcher Lynn M Willey 
Patricia M Bacon Alexander M Butler Amy B Costa Kenneth Duva Joseph M Gilbody David E Inman 
Temta Litthisack Christopher W Meo Louise Paul Cristina Rodrigues John W Spears Amanda K Williams 
Jason S Baesemann Jennifer K Butler Catherine A Costa Sabrina J Dworkin Sean T Gillooly Catherine L Inzer Erin P Littlefield 
Michael Mercier Laurie A Payne Melissa A Rodrigues Lynne Sperry Jamie Williams 
Marwa M Bahgat Jessica J Butler Debra Costello Michaela M Dwyer Evangelos Giovanis Donald G Jacques John H Liu 
Kimberly A Merolla-Brito Shannon H Pearson Donna Rodriguez Monica A Spicer Kristen A Williams 
Andrew J Bailey Alfred J Cabral, Jr. Erin C Costigan Debra A Dyer Brian F Girard Elizabeth A Jaeger Jason P Logie 
Heather A Messerlian Robert N Pellegrino Jennifer Romagnolo Leanne R Spinelli Wendy L Williams 
Kelli A Bailey Rose M Cacchiotti Moira K Costigan Cindy-Sue Dyndur Kami R Girolimon Kevin M Jamro Christine Loiselle Erica M Meyer 
Julie M Pelletier Dawn M Romans Angelica Spirito Renee E Wilmouth 
Steven M Bailey David M Cafaro Erin LCote Malgorzata Dziadkiewicz Karen J Gobin Laurie E Jansen Helene M Longpre Keri L Miale 
Michelle M Pelletier Michelle J Rondeau Cheryl M Stacy Amy MWintle 
Bridget D Baird William J Cafaro Jonathan D Cote Nicole S Dziok Eric J Goding William T Jqrrett, Jr. Elizabeth V Lopes Linda J Middleton 
Marisol Pena Kerri L Roposa Edward R Stahowiak Melinda A Witt 
Donna M Balcom Erica A Cafferty Kelly A Cote Kristin N Edmondson Sandra N Godinho Jane C Jarvis Michelle P Lopes Jennifer L Mignanelli 
Michelle K Pendleton Gloria I Rose Angela M Stanzione Julia E Wittig 
Damien J Baldino Linda E Cafferty Richard F Cote Kelly E Egan Laurie M Goff Maria V Jeffrey Gretchen L Lopez Marissa C Mijal 
Kristen L Penza Melissa A Rose Jared C Stanzione Sharon A Wolff 
William D Ballard nmothy J Cahalan Alaysha A Cotton Joshua P Eirman David L Goldman Megan A Jennings Rebecca A Low Joanna J Millard 
Jean A Pepper Sheri L Ross Ruben Stepanian Kate BWolloff 
Christopher M Ballou Kristin A Calabro Todd J Couchon Amanda L Elderkin Alison M Gomes Amy T Jerominek Erica L Lowery Ian F Miller Steven A Pere
ira Keri L Rossi Amy E Strickland Nathan J Wood 
Steven K Bannon Tricia A Calise Denise Couto Cynthia M Eldridge Ana B Gomes Alison M Jester Angelina M Lucas Torno Miller Elisa J Perez 
Melissa Rotella Matthew J Studley PeterC Wood 
Manuel Barbosa Kathryn S Callaway Rosa B Couto Dorie F Ellison Fernanda M Goncalves Lawrence H Jodoin, Jr. Timothy Lugini Michelle R Milot Nadine Perrea
ult Christina L Ruegg Eric R Sturtevant Sze-Wai Yam 
Joshua T Barden Joshua P Camara Kelly J Coutu Wendy L Erickson Rachel Goncalves Karin Johnson Ben H Lukowicz Heather L Mitchell 
Donna M Perretta Joseph P Russell Jessica P Sullivan Ella Yanko 
Gregory J Barker Bambilyn B Cambio Robert N Crane Erica D Evans Jennifer L Goodreau Nicole M Johnson Pat J Lupo Gianfranco Monaco John M Perrotta
 Steven P Russillo Kim L Sun Geoffrey L Yeagley 
Sara Barkett Cheryl L Campion Jennifer L Crapulli Richard H Evans Malia J Goodwin Deddeh Jones Danielle M Lussier Jane I Monaghan Beth A Perry 
Paul G Ryan Lisa M Tammelleo Malissa F Yung-Grubb 
David J Barr Caren C Campopiano Kathryn P Creighton John J Evers Terry A Gordon Jay Jones Sally A Lynch Tracey J Mondor Antonio J Petisce Craig G Sacco 
Teresa J Tanguay Christopher P Zabbo 
Melissa L Barrette Michelle A Canavan Joan J Crisostomo Stephen J Faccenda Sarah E Gormley Melissa R Jones Robert E Lyons Catherine A Moniz Tammy R Petricone Edward T Salamy 
Susan L Tarbell Stephen M Zabinski 
Brenda M Barrie Joseph C Capalbo Kristen S Crozier Amy Fagundes Darilyn A Gorton Andon P Joseph Shara B Lyons Eileen Montalto Jennifer M Picard Christina L Salmond 
Stephanie L Tariela Lisa M Zagarella 
Jennifer M Barros Madeline Capasso Jose A Cruz Brigitte R Faria Melissa D Goudreau Jennifer H Jutras Johnson H Ma David W Monte Paul G Pimentel Amy B Salustio 
Alexandra Tarro Lorraine A Zahm 
Laura R Barry Mary A Caparelli Pedro O Cruz Kelly J Farrell Jamie J Gouin Jennifer L Kalaskowski Caighln B Mac Alister Colleen A Moone RosaM Pina Stephen E Samek 
Melissa L Taurisano Yolanda Zalewski 
Rebekah R Bascombe Jacquelyn T Cappelli Michael A Cullen Diane E Fauteux Benjamin P Goulet Peter A Karon Tara A Macchio Paul F Moore Paul J Pinault Catherine G Sampson 
Alana D Tavares Alba R Zapata 
Suzanne M Batorski Lyndsey Cappelli Catherine M Cummins Anne Marie Fauvel Michelle M Gouveia Robert E Kass Todd R Machie Kerri A Mooty Christina Pirolli John A Sampson Mark E Tavares 
Bonnie N Zavalia 
Gregory S Battle Joseph M Cappuccilli Alan W Currle Carla A Fazio Peter F Grace Alaina M Kayata Terri-Lynn Magnan Christine M Morais Alycia A Pitassi Kevin A Samways Shelly L T
avares Vanessa Zecchin 
Christine M Beaubien Jennifer L Caputi Gina L D' Ambruoso Cheryl A Feeley Tracy E Grady David M Keefe Brenda Maguire Christina L Morda Lara Pitocchi Jo-Ann M Santangini Tessa M Tavares Andrea B Ziobro 
Andrew Beaudoin Wendy V Caraballo Melissa A D'Amico Dawn E Fehr Jessica L Grant Tammy A Keefe Kate E Maguire Christopher A Morello Claudinne D Plante Amy Santorelli Virgen S Tavares Corinne
 L Zisiades 
Danielle M Beaudoin Denise D Card Daria L D'Amore Pauline L Feldhus Stacey L Grasso Adam J Keenan Judith R Mailloux George A Moreno-Hoyos Lauren E Plante Christine M Santos Kerri A Taylor Nicole
 A Zoraian 
Kevin T Beaulieu Julie A Card Paul A D'Ercole Carmela M Fellela Matthew P Graves Courtney M Kelley Joy K Maimoni John B Moretta Megan S Plante John C Santos Jacqulyn Y Teang 
Marianna Zotos 
Sharon P Beausoleil Lynn-Marie Card Melissa B D'Urso Amanda M Ferriola Alison R Gray Shanna D Kelley Alan M Mal Joseph A Morin William R Plante Daina M Santurri Laura A Teixeira Donna S Zych 
Raymond F Beland Hector J Cardona Sandy F Da Costa Amy E Field Jennifer L Greene Meaghan M Kelly Meghan L Maleski Paul D Morin Amy M Pompetti Scott C Saracen Katherine V Tejeda 
Todd A Belcher Brian Cardoso Sergio E Da Costa Heather C Fink Danielle K Gregoire Nicole C Kelly Kerran B Maloney Blake S Morphis Stefanie A Pontifice Paul Saucier Jessica L Tempest 
Patricia J Bentley Nina C Cardoso Sonia Da Silva Gia M Fiore Lisa O Gregoire Deborah L Kennedy Kamaria L Mann Kelly A Morris TonyR Poole Heather M Saunders Acelia Terrero 
Michael J Bento Karen J Cardoza Christine M Daniel Jennifer L Fisette Joan Grenier Michelle R Kenney Charles J Mansolillo Stephen R Morrison Mark C Pora Kerri L Savasta Maria A Terrero 
Rebecca J Berard Joy M Carletti Julie A Davis Jaclyn J Fisher Michael A Grilli Jessica L Kenyon Lisa A Mantell Lisa A Mott Elizabeth A Potanas Alberto R Savoretti Joseph G Testa 
Meaghan M Davis Christine M Grimaldi Ruth E Kilby Connie A Manzi Melissa L Tew 
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First Gladys Corvera-Baker scholarships awarded 
by George LaTour 
What's News Associate Editor 
"What we can do to help others" is 
the motive three Rhode Island 
College students have for pursuing · 
master of social work (MSW) degrees, 
George D. Me trey, dean of the School 
of Social Work, related to the audi-
ence at a recent award presentation 
in the President's Dining Room. 
Metrey indicated that that's how 
it should be as he reflected: ''We know 
you don't go into social work to make 
big money." 
The three students -Tania Garcia 
of Cranston and formerly of the 
Dominican Republic, Hugo A. 
Gonzalez of Providence and formerly 
of Chile, and Brenda Medina of 
Westerly - are the first recipients of 
the recently established Corvera-
Baker Family Endowment which 
provides scholarship support for 
Hispanic/Latin American students 
pursuing an education in social work 
through a masters degree. 
Each received a full-tuition schol-
arship for one year through the RIC 
Foundation as provided by Gladys 
Corvera-Baker, a 1985 graduate of 
the School of Social Work who had 
emigrated from Bolivia to the United 
States in 1968. 
"It's my way of giving back," she 
fold What's News last March when 
she and her husband, George K. 
CONGRATULATIONS: Three Hispanic students at Rhode Island College 
each recently received a Gladys Corvera-Baker Scholarship for one-year's 
full tuition in the Masters of Social Work program. Above, George D. 
Metrey, Dean of the School of Social Work, presents the awards to (I to r) 
Brenda Medinai Hugo Gonzalez, and Tania Garcia, whi~e John Salesses, 
the College's vice president for academic affairs, looks on. 
Baker Jr., a businessman, decided to 
establish a full-tuition scholarship 
to be awarded each fall. 
She had specifically stated she too 
wanted to help immigrants, mainly 
Hispanics, who came to this country 
in search of a better life. 
As Marguerite M. Brown, execu-
tive director of the RIC Foundation 
pointed out, the endowment in and 
of itself is too new to have accrued 
enough interest to make the scholar-
ships, so "Gladys gave outright gifts" 
this year to make these scholarships 
pqssible. 
John J. Salesses, vice president 
for academic affairs, represented 
College President John Nazarian 
who was away on College business. 
Salesses extended the official con-
gratulations to the recipients. 
Garcia, a divorced mother of three 
Support group for James P. Adams Library created · 
by George · La Tour 
What's News Associate Editor 
To support "the heart" of Rhode 
Island College, a group called Friends 
of the James P. Adams Library has 
been created. 
The purposes of the group will be to 
focus attention on the library; stimu-
late the use of the library's resources 
and services; create support by help-
ing obtain acquisitions, gifts, endow-
ments and bequests; and to promote 
the library's function as a resource 
center for the College and community 
activities. 
"There is a need for libraries and for 
additional support," said William J. 
Oehlkers, professor of elementary 
education and a key backer of the 
group. . . 
"The library is the heart of the 
College," he says, noting that the cre-
ation of the group is "an effort to gar-
ner support - not just financial sup-
port - to encourage the library and 
its efforts." 
Oehlkers says the College adminis-
tration has made efforts to provide 
funds in support of the library, alud-
ing to past budget cuts in College 
funds by the state. 
(College President John Nazarian 
led a College-wide raffle several years 
ago that raised over $100,000 for sup-
port of the library in light of reduced 
state aid and is now su-pporting the 
creation of this new group.) 
"We don't expect 'Friends' to bridge 
the gap but we have to do something," 
said Oehikers. 
Members of the College community 
and community at-large are invited to 
an organizational meeting Thursday, 
Feb. 5, at 7 p.m. in the Faculty Center 
at which the by-laws will be adopted, 
officers elected, dues set for members 
and a speaker featured. 
. Sam Streit, associate university 
librarian, special collections at Brown 
University, will talk about book collec-
tions as both a personal and profes-
sional interest. 
Such "Friends" organizations exist 
at many colleges and are becoming 
very common, reported Richard .A. 
Olsen, director of RIC's Adams 
Library and the initiator of the idea 
for RIC. 
Olsen brought up the idea at a 
meeting of the Library Advisory 
Committee of the Council of RIC, said 
Oehlkers, chair of the committee at 
the time. 
The idea met with a favorable 
response resulting in a "pre-organiza-
tional gathering" at which a half 
dozen people attended. A number of 
meetings have been held. 
The library director pointed out 
that there is a growing need for 
libraries to meet the challenge of 
technology which has increased dras-
tically over the past 10 years - in 
addition to all the other normal 
library needs. 
''We will be subscribing to more and 
more on-line Web resources and on-
line magazines for instance," said 
Olsen. 
None of these are free other than 
some on-line services, he pointed out. 
'We see more and more people mak-
ing use of the library, not only in per-
son," said Olsen, "but from residence 
hall rooms, offices and homes - all 
making use of libraries in different 
ways." 
children, one of whom, Paul Garcia, 
is now a freshman at RIC, is focus-
ing on health, aging and disability in 
the administrative tract in her stud-
ies. 
She had received her bachelors 
degree in social work from RIC in 
1994 . 
Asked if she was a full-time mas-
ters degree student, she replied, 
''Yes . I'm a full-time student, a full-
time parent and I work full-time." 
In her job she works with parents 
to address issues in their children's 
lives both in school and in the com-
munity. She works through Dorcas 
Place with parents of students in 
Gilbert Stuart School. . 
Gonzalez, a former Roman 
Catholic priest who received dispen-
sation from his vows from Rome, is 
studying clinical mental health. 
' He holds degrees in forestry and 
theology. "I got tired of working with 
trees," he said smiling, "and thought 
working with people would be more 
interesting." 
Knowing the culture and lan-
guage, he wants to work in the Latin 
community on mental health issues. 
Medina, married with two daugh-
ters, works at the We·sterly Hospital 
as a medical secretary. She is pursu-
ing a dual tract in her studies in 
administrative and clinical social 
work concentrating on children and 
families. 
She receiyed her bachelors degree 
in English and psychology from the 
University of Rhode Island in 1996. 
Residential life and 





tial life at 
Boston C<Yllege, 
has been named 
director of resi-




tive Jan. 19. 
He replaces 
Cherie S. Withrow who retired last 
summer. 
Denio has a bachelors degree in 
business administration from the 
State University of New York, 
College at Brockport, and a masters 
degree in student personnel adminis-
tration from Buffalo State College. 
His 10 years of experience in 
higher education supervision, man-
agement and planning includes simi-
lar posts at Brockport, LeMoyne 
College in Syracuse, The Culinary 
Institute of America in Hyde Park, 
N.Y.,andBC. 
Alumni scholarship--------------------------
continued from page 1 
However, it wasn't long before I 
realized what a mistake I had made. 
I took a refresher course in the 
evenings to help me prepare for my 
General Equivalency Diploma exam 
and I was able to receive my GED. 
Then,.! enrolled in the Community 
College of Rhode Island. Because I 
needed to work full-time to support 
myself, I was limited to the number 
of credits I was able to achieve. 
However, I managed to complete 
at least one course during each 
semester including the summer ses-
sion. It took me approximately six 
years of hard work and dedication to 
receive my associates in science in 
business degree. 
And, I was proud to graduate with 
honors. · 
It was here at the community col-
lege that I realized just how eager I 
was to learn and excel, and how 
much the teachers had to offer me if 
I only took the time to listen. 
About a year before I graduated 
from CCRI I had a child. This expe-
rience opened my eyes to just how 
important an education can be. 
Although I have been interested in 
teaching for many years, this is the 
time that I decided I wanted to con-
tinue my education at RIC and pur-
sue a degree in the field of educa-
tion. 
This past year I was fortunate 
enough to become involved with the 
RIC Cooperative Playgroup, a pre-
school program run by the students and 
faculty with pre-school age children. 
It was working here that I saw 
first hand how eager children are to 
learn and how much we as adults 
have to offer them. 
I am very excited about pursuing a 
career as an elementary school 
teacher because I feel teaching 
allows an individual to assume a 
position of respo~sibility in society. 
Also, I strongly believe that ele-
mentary teachers help to prepare its 
newest members of our society for a 
meaningful and constructive life. An 
elementary teacher can set a young 
student in the right direction and 
help him/her to have a positive out-
look on his/her own educational pur-
suits. 
However, my progress is limited 
financially. 
· Receiving this scholarship would 
enable me to continue my formal 
education sooner than anti~ipated 
and allow me the freedom to volun-
teer at the Cooperative Playgroup. 
This scholastic aid will help me to 
pursue my dream of someday becom-
ing an elementary school teacher 
and allow me the opportunity to 
make a difference in the Rhode 
Island school system. 
,• 
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RIC Athletics 
DONALD E. TENCHER 
director of intercollegiate athletics, intramurals and recreation 
456-8007 
Second annual Sports Auction is May 6 
The second annual Rhode Island College 
Sports Auction will be held on Wednesday, 
May 6, at the Providence Marriott. 
Last year's auction was a huge success 
with over 200 people attending. 
The proceeds for the event have been 
used to establish an on-going academic 
support and life-skills program for RIC stu-
dent athletes. 
The evening will include a silent and live 
auction as well as entertainment, refresh-
ments and door prizes. 
In addition to sports memorabilia, auction 
items will include celebrity memorabilia, tick-
ets to sporting events, trips, go_lf days and 
restaurant gift certificates. Over 200 items 
were donated last year. Tickets for the event 
will be available beginning the first week of 
March. Any alumnus or friend of RIC who 
would like to donate an item or help with the 
auction, contact the intercollegiate athletic 
Tim Brown shines for men's soccer 
by Scott Gibbons 
Sports Information Director 
Hope resident Tim Brown recently 
concluded his first season of collegiate 
soccer at Rhode Island College. 
Despite not playing for almost two 
years, the sophomore transfer from the 
University of Rhode Island stepped in 
and started for the Anchormen this 
fall. He helped the team to post a 10-8 
overall record, ·the club's first wining 
season since 1994. RIC Head Coach 
John Tomlinson says, "Tim is a hard-
worker who earns his scoring chances 
by battling for the ball." 
Brown played in 17 games this sea-
son, starting 16 of them at forward. He 
was second in the Little East 
Conference in scoring with 13 goals 
and three assists for 29 points. Brown 
registered a career-high six points, 
with two goals and two assists, in the 
win over Eastern Nazarene College (6-
0) on Sept. 18. He scored his first career 
hat-trick, including the game-winning 
goal in overtime, in the season finale 
against Bridgewater State (4-3) on 
Nov.4. 
For his efforts, he was named a First 
Team All-Little East Conference All-
Star by the LEC' s coaches. "I was sur-
prised to make the All-Little East 
team," Brown says. "I didn't have 
great games statistically against the 
conference teams, so I didn't expect 
the recognition." Coach Tomlinson 
:t,2/04 at Roger \Vµliiwis 
at Fram:in~ani State 
says, "I think Tim was respected 
around the Little East. He was one of 
the players other teams had to stop if 
they were going to beat us." 
This season was an adjustment for 
the 5'9", 150 p·ound forward. "I really 
didn't know what to expect coming 
into this season after not playing for 
so long. The players at this level are 
all good; you don't get any cheap 
goals. The game is a lot faster and the 
players are stronger." 
In a season full of strong perfor-
mances, Brown especially reme11;?ers 
two games. The 
first conference 
game is one that 
stands out. The 
other guys on 
the team always 




the team win its 
L-----'---~conference 
opener, scoring a goal in the squad's 
2-1 win over UMASS-Dartmouth on 
Sept. 27. The other memorable game 
was the season-opener against Suffolk 
on Sept. 6. "I was nervous before that 
game because I hadn't played in so 
long," he smiles . 
After graduating from North 
Scituate High School in 1996, Brown 
made the decision to attend the 
University of Rhode Island and major 
in physical education. "I went.to URI 
for the education first and thought 
about playing soccer second. It was a 
big commitment, time-wise, to play 
Division I soccer." Brown eventually 
decided against playing for the Rams 
and concentrated on his schoolwork. 
However, it wasn't long before he 
started to miss playing. "I was burned 
out after high school and needed some 
time away from the game. After a 
while, I started to think about playing 
again. " 
Brown figured at best he would be a 
part-time player at URI and began 
thinking about transferring. "Coach 
Tomlinson talked to me while I was in 
high school and he kept in touch with 
me while I was at URI." After several 
conversations, he decided to transfer 
to RIC. "It's the perfect place for me. 
I'm able to play soccer, study the major 
. I want and I can commute from 
home." . 
He was a three-sport standout at 
North Scituate, playing soccer, basket-
ball and baseball. As a forward on the 
soccer team, he was a First Team All-
State selection as a senior in 1995. He 
was named Second Team All-State as a 
sophomore and junior in 1993 and 
1994. 
Brown is a biology major at RIC an? 
is hoping to pursue a career in either 
teaching or physical therapy after 
graduation. 'Tm majoring in biology 
because it covers a variety of areas. I 
· can go in several different directions 
after school." 
RIC Varsity Athletic Results 
Sports Roundup 
Women's Basketball 
RIC is having an outstanding sea-
son, posting a 10-3 overall record 
and a 5-1 mark in the Little East 
Conference through games played 
on Jan. 20. Nicole Taylor leads the 
team in scoring, averaging 11.5 
points per game. Taylor was named 
the Little East's Player of the Week 
(1/4-1/11) after averaging 16.0 
points, 4.5 rebounds and 2.5 steals 
for the week. 
Men's Basketball 
The Anchormen are 9-6 overall 
and 3-3 in the Little East 
Conference through games played 
on Jan. 20. Kenny Bliss scored his 
l,000th career point in the win over 
Eastern Connecticut State 
University on Jan. 10. Bliss cur-
rently has 1,080 career points, 19th 
all-time at RIC. 
Women's Gymnastics 
The Anchorwomen are 0-2 in two 
meets this season. Laura Murphy 
finished first in the all-around com-
petition against Brown University 
on Dec. 8. She also placed third on 
the vault. Kelli Doorley placed sec-
ond in the all-around against the 
Bears. 
Wrestling 
The wrestling team is 2-3 overall 
and 1-0 in the Pilgrim Wrestling 
League through meets played on 
Jan. 17. RIC swept a tri-meet held 
at Wesleyan on January 14, defeaF 
ing the Cardinals (36-9) and 
Bridgewater State (27-14). Jason 
Carnicelli has been the squad's top 
performer, posting a 13-6 (.684) 
record in 19 matches at 150 pounds. 
Men's and Women's 
Indoor Track 
The men's and women's indoor 
track team recently took part in the 
Quad Cup held at the U.S. Coast 
Guard Academy on Jan. 1 7. Todd 
Hession did well for the men, plac-
ing fifth in the long jump at 18'8". 
Keely Subin finished first in the 200 
meters with a 27.5 time. Subin fin-
ished second in the 400 meters with 
a time of 64.7. 
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Five artists offer 'The Painters Position' at Bannister exhibit 
The Rhode Island College 
Bannister Gallery winter/spring 
season opens with an exhibition 
featuring five artists who strive to 
reassert the significance of paint-
ing, a medium which has recently 
found itself in contention with such 
forms as video, multimedia, instal-
lation and performance art. 
Running from Feb. 5-27, the 
show will feature works by Derrick 
Buisch, Deborah Cornell, Thomas 
Gregg, Christine Hopkins and 
David Kohan. The exhibit opens 
Feb. 5 from 7-9 p.m. 
"Assailed in recent years by some 
,, critics and curators, the practice of 
painting is being challenged as 
never before," according to Dennis 
O'Malley, gallery director. 
"Painting and its sibling, tradi-
Running from Feb. 5-27, the 
show features works by 
Derrick Buisch, Deborah 
Cornell, Thomas Gregg, 
Christine Hopkins and 
David Kohan. 
tional sculpture, are in danger of 
being overwhelmed by the flash 
and agitation of their more recently 
spawned cousins," he says. 
For the five artists in this exhibi-
tion, painting remains, figuratively 
and literally, a significant field. 
The work of each builds upon the 
long tradition of painting and seeks 
to extend it. 
This existential "leap of faith" is 
launched from a point of view about 
meaning that arises from the core 
of living, says O'Malley, adding, 
"As hopes and beliefs laid bare, 
their images comprise the pages of 
living manifestoes composed in a 
language which remains, for them, 
neither yet fully formed nor deci-
phered." · 
Buisch holds a master of fine arts 
Asylum by David Kohan 
(MFA) degree from the University 
of Minnesota; Cornell, an MFA 
from Vermont College of Norwich 
University; Gregg, an MFA from 
Yale University; Hopkins, an MFA 
from Boston University, and 
Kohan, an MFA from Virginia 
Commonwealth University. 
. Artist David Kohan will giye a 
slide lecture on Feb. 5 at 5 p.m. in 
Alger 116. 
Both the exhibit and the 
slide/lecture are free and open to 
the public. 
The gallery, located in the College 
Art Center, is open from 11 a.m. to 
4 p.m. Tuesday through Saturday, 
and from 6-9 Tuesday and 
Thursday evenings. 
For more information, call 
Dennis O'Malley at 456-9765. 
Good Friends start Chamber Music Series winter/spring series Feb. 11 
Good Friends, a group of classi-
cally trained musicians who are 
experienced stage performers with 
a repertoire which includes swing, 
music from Broadway, jazz and 
popular tunes, will open the win-
ter/spring Rhode Island College 
Chamber Music Series Wednesday, 
Feb.11. 
As with all entries in the series, 
the performances will be on 
Wednesdays at 1 p.m. in Roberts 
Hall 138 (recital hall) and are free 
and open to the public. 
The members of Good Friends -
Joanne Mouradjian, Flo St. Jean, 
Don St. Jean, Ken Clauser and 
Mark Colozzi - have been enjoy-
ing each other's friendship for 
_many years. The group has per-
formed previously at RIC. Singly 
and in various combinations, these 
performers also have appeared 
with virtually every classical per-
forming group in the New England 
area. 
GOOD FRIENDS 
• Next in the series will be a per-
formance Feb. 18 by guitarist Seth 
Himmelhoch of Teaneck, N.J., an 
active performer and teacher in the 
New York City metropolitan area. 
He is a member of Duo Cavatina 
and the New York Guitar Quartet. 
On Feb. 25 Ann Margaret 
Lamoureux and Wen-Shen Ni will 
present a program for violin and 
piano. Ni has composed and per-
formed the violin concerto Pioneer 
with the Shanghai Philharmonic 
Orchestra. Lamoureux is staff 
accompanist at the Boston 
Conservatory ofMusic. 
The duo of James Wilson and 
Joanne Kong will perform March 
11. They have performed nationally, 
bringing commitment and life to a 
- variety of repertoire ranging from 
the baroque to new works written 
especially for them. 
Clarinetist Steven Jackson and 
pianist Stephen James will perform 
March 25. A member of the Boston 
Wind Quintet, which won five first 
prizes in national chamber music 
competitions, Jackson has per-
formed in the Marlboro, Mostly 
Mozart, Tanglewood, Blossom and 
. Shreveport music festivals. James 
has performed for the Tanglewood 
Music Center Chamber Series, the 
American Repertory Theatre and 
the Artists Foundation of Boston, 
among others. 
On April 8 the Meridian Arts 
Ensemble, which juxtaposes classi-
cal, contemporary, jazz, rock and 
ethnic music, will perform. Works by 
ensemble members and by commis-
sioned composers make up much of 
the group's repertoire. 
The locally grown jazz trombonist 
George Masso will perform April 15. 
A wearer of many musical hats, he 
has performed with the Jimmy 
Dorsey Orchestra, the Benny 
Go9dman Sextet, the Bobby Hackett 
Quintet an .d taught music in the 
public schools in Rhode Island as 
well as served on the University of 
Connecticut faculty. 
On April 22 the 23-year-old, blind, 
autistic musical savant Tony De 
Blois will perform. The jazz pianist 
was the subject of the March 2 CBS 
made-for-TV Movie of the Week 
Journey of the Heart which was 
inspired by actual events in Tony's 
life. He graduated magna cum laude 
from the Berklee College of Music. ~ 
Contralto Marion Dry, baritone 
Robert Honeysucker and pianist 
Leslie Amper will perform April 29 
as The Jubilee Trio. They regularly 
offer a series of programs of vocal 
music called "The Great American 
Songbook" featuring not only 
Copland, Barber, ·Ives and Foster, 
but also compositions by less-fre-
quently performed minority com-
posers. 
RIC Theatre to perform 
'Brighton Beach Memoirs' 
Neil Simon's boyhood look at family life in the Great Depression 
by George LaTour 
What's News Associate Editor 
happening today." 
Simon said he didn't want a star 
for his play. The closest thing to it is 
the narrator - fashioned after the 
Brighton Beach Memoirs, consid- young Simon -who carries the bulk 
ered one of the finest comedy-dra- of the play. Matthew Broderick had 
mas American theatre . has ever had, the role as a character named Eugene 
will be staged by Rhode Island in the original Broadway play in 
College Theatre Thursday through 1983 . 
Sunday, Feb. 19-22, in Roberts Hall "But, it's still not his play. It's the 
auditorium in both evening and family's play. I knew that when I was 
matipee performances. writing it," said Simon. 
It is based in large part on author "Once I got into their stories, I 
Neil Simon's own New York City · realized that each of the stories is as. 
boyhood during the ·.---------------_,important as the 
Depression. others . You couldn't 
The story con- take out a character 
cerns seven people and have the play 
sharing a small stand up as opposed 
house in Brooklyn, to most of my other 
their trials and plays where there 
tribulations as a are two main char-
lower-middle-class acters and others 
family goin who are affected by 
through the their actions." 
Depression in 1937. It is told The "stars" are the seven charac-
through the _ eyes of a 15-year-old ters in Brighton Beach Memoirs as 
boy who is writing his memoirs - played at RIC by Cory M. Guglietti of 
"which is what I did when I was 15," Cranston as Eugene, Laura M. Ames 
Simon said. of Providence as Blanche, Toni M. 
What makes them survive is that Arruda of Manville as Nora, Eric J. 
they stick together as a family. '.fhey Greenlund Jr. of Cranston as 
support each other. Stanley, Tania M. Rocha of East 
"It was a period of innocence and Providence as Laurie, Michele L. 
innocence is the dominant theme in Bourget of Woonsocket as Kate and 
the play. Jason Anthony of Cranston as Jack. 
"Even the talk about sex seems, Jason M. Bloom of Bristol and 
by today's . standards, rather Bethany L. Vanasse of Coventry are 
medieval," Simon told Playbill. stage manager and assistant stage 
"At that time, though, for 14-and- manager, respectively. 
15-year old boys to discuss sex was The p-lay is being directed by 
A Major Event. William Damkoehler of the Trinity 
"In this play there's no major Repertory Theatre. 
calamity, which, for me," said Simon; "This is some of Simon's finest writ-
" is also a departure. I deal with ing," noted Variety. "The play's struc-
everyday incidents, what seemed to ture is perfect. The script as is has no 
happen almost every day of our apologies to make. It's got all the 
lives. It was a real stretch for my ingredients, humor that arises from 
father to meet the rent. If you lost the characters and situations, and 
85 cents out of yo~r po~ket then, it pathos that makes one feel good 
was a crisis! _ about crying and laughing at the 
"A kid today could .lose his BMW ' same time.w · 
and not suffer as much as one in rri.y Neil Simon has been called the 
day losing 85 cents through a hole in record-breakingest playwright ever 
his pocket," recalled Simon. to contribute to the American stage. 
"That's why I wanted to write · Hi$ many hjts include Come Blow 
about things -like that: they were the You_r,Horn (1.961), Barefoot in the 
equivalent of something far worse 
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BRIGHTON BEACH MEMOIRS: Jason Anthony and Michele Bourget 
rehearse a scene from Neil Simon's Brighton Breach Memoirs, to be pre-
sented Feb. 19- 22 .in Roberts Hall auditorium. (What's News Photo by 
Gordon E. Rowley) 
Park (1963), The Odd Couple (1965), 
Sweet Charity (1966), Plaza Suite 
(1968), Promises, Promises (1972), 
The Last of the Red-Hot Lovers 
(1969), The Prisoner of Second 
Avenue (1971), The Sunshine Boys 
(1972), Biloxi Blues (the 1985 sequel 
to Brighton Beach .Memoirs) and 
Lost in Yonkers (1991). 
He also is known as .a .cor:nedy 
writer during the o 'oiden Age of 50:s 
TV when he wrote for Sid Caesar's 
Your Show of Shows and later as a 
screen writer. 
ror his efforts, he has received 
three Tony awar,qs · (two , for Best 
Plays and one for overall contribu-
tions), the New York Drama Critics' 
Circle awards, the Outer Critics' 
Circle awards, the Pulitzer Prize for 
playwriting and a Lif_etime 
Achievement Award from the New 
Dramatists, among others. 
Evening performances Thursday 
through Saturday are at 8 o'clock; 
the Sunday matinee is at 2. 
Tickets are $10 with discounts for 
senior citizens and students and may 
be purchased in advance by tele-
phone via VISA or Ma~terCard by 
calling 456-8060. 
The box office is open daily from 
9:30 &.m. to 3:30 p.m. and until time 
of performance. 
· Big band musicians entertain at Henry Barnard School 'Phantom' brings 
Scheff home again 
BARNARD CONCERT: Vito A. Sa"ritelli conducts the Providence Civic Orchestra of Senior Citizens ih a concert Jan. 
12 for the students of Henry Barnard School. (What's News Photo by Gordon E. Rowley) 
Frederic S. Scheff of N ortn 
Kingstown, Class of 1983, will come 
back to his home state Feb. 7-March 
14 for performances of Andrew Lloyd 
Webbers' Phantom of the Opera 
which will be a the Providence 
Performing Arts Center (PPAC). 
Scheff, son of Prof. Ed and Helene 
Scheff, also of North Kingstown, is a 
member of the Phantom chorus and 
understudy for the tenor's role of 
Piangi, which he has done since re-
joining the national tour of Phantom 
in November of 1996. He had previ-
ously done an eight-week stint in 
1994. 
Interviewed by phone from Los 
Angeles where the Phantom has 
been playing to a "great response," 
Scheff said they didn't announce the 
planned Providence engagement 
until April and "that was a surprise." 
He has been home for brief visits 
since joining one of the two touring 
Phantom companies two years ago. 
Scheff, who earned his doctoral 
degree in the musical arts from the 
University of Kansas last May, says 
he will seek a teaching job, but also 
would like to continue to perform. 
In the meantime, he said, "It's fun 
to be able to come home and be with 
the family." G.L. 
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RIC CALENDAR 
FEB 2 1 6 
Tuesdays 
Noon- 1 p.m.-Interfaith Bible 
Study. Everyone is invited to join 
the group for an informal discussion 
of the Bible. Bring a lunch. Student 
Union 300. 
Wednesdays 
11 a.m. - Stress Management 
Laboratory for students. Counseling 
Center, Craig- Lee 130. Call 456-
8094 for more information. 
12:30 - 1:45 p.m.-Catholic Student 
Association. Make friends, share 
faith, pray and discuss. Food and 
refreshment provided on a bi-weekly 
basis. Student Union 300. 
4 Wednesday 
12:30 p.m.-Harambee Group 
Discussion: "How to Please Your 
Mate,'' Horace Mann 193. Part of 
African American Hist0ry Month 
1998. 
5 Thursday 
5 p.m,-:-Art: David Kohan Slide 
Lecture in Alger 116. 
6 Friday 
Deadline for submission of nomina-
tions for Alumni Awards and Honor 
Roll. See story on page 4. 
7 p.m.-Friends of the James P. 
Adams Library Organizational 
Meeting. By-laws will be adopted, 
officers elected, dues set for mem-
bers and a speaker, Sam Streit, asso-
ciate university librarian, special 
collections at Brown University, fea-
tured. Faculty . Center. See related 
story inside. 
EXPERIENCE 
African American History Month 1998 
at Rhode Island College 
Events to involv~ entire community 
-Rhode Island College is observing 
African American History month 
with events and activities planned 
under the theme "Experience." The 
theme is designed not only to inspire 
people to reflect on the African 
.American experience, but invites us 
to experience through the various 
events planned on campus, according 
to Jay Latimer, assistant director of 
Student Life for Minority Affairs and 
director of the Unity Center. 
On Monday, Feb. 2, the African 
and Afro-American Studies program 
will sponsor a lecture entitled "What 
Happened after Amistad." Richard 
Lobban, Rhode Island College profes-
sor of anthropology, will speak on the 
topic at 12:30 p.m. in the Unity 
Center in the lower level of Donovan 
Dining Center. 
The Harambee Organization will 
hold a group discussion entitled 
"How to Please Your Mate," at 12:30 
p.m. on Wednesday, Feb. 4, in Horace 
Mann 193. 
Thursday, Feb. 12 marks the date 
when Harambee will sponsor a 
Valentine Photo Sessiorr from noon to . 
3 p.m. on the mezzanine level of 
Donovan Dining Center. 
Notice of Affirmative Action and Nondiscrimination 
The organization will also sponsor 
a lecture and display entitled "Black 
Memorabilia" by Onna at 12:30 p.m. 
in the Student Union Ballroom. 
A Gospel Music Concert sponsored 
by the Praise Ensemble Choir and 
the Performing and Fine Arts 
Commission W!ll take place at 7 p.m. 
on Monday, Feb. 23 in Roberts Hall 
auditorium. Special guests will be 
the Voices of Faith Choir from 
Atlanta, Ga. and other local groups. 
On Wednesday, Feb : 25 the RIC 
nursing department will sponsor a 
film and panel discussion -entitled 
"Research, Ethics and the Tuskegee 
Study: Could it Happen Again?'' at . 
12:30 p.m. in Whipple 102. This 
event is being held in memory of the . 
late Miriam Price, a 1995 RIC nurs-
ing graduate. 
The RIC theatre department will 
sponsor drama readings on 
Wednesday, Feb. 25 at 4 p.m. at 
Trinity Rep Conservatory in 
Providence. 
On Thursday, Feb. 26 from 10 
a.m., the video entitled "The Eyes on 
the Prize" will be shown in the Unity 
Center in the lower level of Donovan 
Dining Center. 
February 5-27 
7 p.m.-Opening: Art: The Painter's 
Position in Ballllister Gallery. Works 
by Derrick Buisch, Deborah Cornell, 
Thomas Gregg, Christine Hopkins, 
and David Kohan. 
The practice of painting is being 
challenged as never before. But the 
work of these five artists continues 
to build upon the long tradition of 
painting and to extend it in an exis-
tential "leap of faith" that arises 
from the core of living. Exhibit runs 
through Feb. 27. 
In addition, a month-long exhibit 
will be displayed in the Adams 
Library. 
"Experience is passive and reflec-
tive simultaneously. It encapsulates 
the African-American journey 
through time in America and invites 
us to open up, join in and learn," 
says Latimer. 
All events are free and open to the 
public unless otherwise noted. 
Reasonable accommodations upon 
request. For additional information, 
call 401-456-8791. 
As part of President John 
Nazarian's initiative to address issues 
of diversity at Rhode Island College, 
the Dialogue on Diversity Committee 
will sponsor .an address by 
Christopher Edley Jr., senior advisor 
to President Clinton for the Race 
Initiative and consultant to the 
President's Advisory Board on Racial 
Reconciliation, Wednesday, March 25'. 
Edley will explore the importance 
of diversity and inclusion in creating 
a dynamic and democratic commu-
nity locally as well as globally in an 
address to the College community. 
Watch What's News for more 
details in an upcoming issue. 
11 Wednesday 
1 p.m.-Music: Good Friends (Vocal 
Ensemble). Part of the Chamber 
Music Series in Roberts 138. 
7:30 ·p.m.-Film: Say Anything and 
Ferris Bueller's Day Off. Sponsored 
by Student Film Society in Horace 
Mann 193. General admission $2, 
RIC students $1 with ID. 
12 Thursday 
Noon-3 p.m.-Take a Valentine 




5:30 p.m. - RIC Women's 
· Basketball vs. Eastern Connecticut 
State. Home. 
7:30 p.m.- RIC Men's Basketball 
. vs. Western ·connecticut State. 
Home. 
Youth Basketball Night and 
Women's Basketball Alumni Night 
7 p.m.- RIC Men's Wr-estling at 
Roger Williams University. 
10 Tuesday 
5:30 p.m.-RIC Women's Basketball 
at Western Connecticut State. 
7:30 p.m.- RIC Men's Basketball at 
Western Connecticut State. 
7:30 p.m.- RIC Men's Wrestling vs. 
Coast Guard Home. 
12 Thursday 
7 p.m.- RIC Women's Basketball 
vs. Lasell College. Home. 
14 Saturday 
1 p.m.- RIC Men's Wrestling at 
Bridgewater (tri-match with 
Trinity). 
1 p.in.- RIC Women's Basketball vs. 
Southern Maine. Home. 
1 p.m.- RIC Women's Gymnastics 
·at Big Red Invitational-Cornell 
University. 
3 p.m.- RIC Men's Basketball vs. 
Southern Maine. Home. 
Rhode Island College is committed to equal opportunity and affirmative action. No student, employee, or applicant will be denied admission, employment, or access to programs and activities because of race, sex, religion, age, 
color, national origin, handicap I disability status, sexual orientation I preference, or veteran status. This College policy is in concert with state and federal nondiscrimination laws. [nquiries concerning the College's administra-
tion of the nondiscrimination laws should be addressed to the College director of affirmative action. Reasonable accommodation upon request. 
